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Description: The report titled “India Corporate Training Market Forecasts to 2020 - Incremental Allocation of Training Budgets in MSMEs and PPP in Skill Development Initiatives to Propel Growth” which provides a comprehensive analysis of the corporate training market in India. The report covers various aspects such as overall size of India corporate training market, segmentation on the basis of demand from major sectors, training services, industry, mode of learning, training demand from level of employees, major cities, demand for open and customized learning, different learning tools, learning modes, demand from small medium and large organizations, and demand from MNCs and domestic organizations. The report also covers the investment model, decision making procedure and pricing analysis in the industry. Additionally, the report offers prevalent trends, developments and challenges in industry, Porters and SWOT analysis of the current market.

The report also covers the competitive landscape of the industry, market share of major players, and comprehensive profile of leading and emerging players operating in the market. Moreover, the report also offers information regarding the business models and exhaustive list of revenue streams of a typical corporate training company operating in the segment. Major macroeconomic indicators affecting the market have also been highlighted in the report. The report is useful for existing corporate training companies and other talent and development agencies, freelancers, consultants, emerging players who wish to capitalize the market potential and investors who are looking forward to venture into the corporate training market in India.

Key Topics Covered in the Report:
- The Market Size of India Corporate Training Market.
- Growth Drivers and Challenges in India Corporate Training Market.
- Decision Making Procedure for Corporate Training Programs in India.
- Pricing Analysis in India Corporate Training Market.
- Market Segmentation by Demand from Major Sectors, Training Services, Industry, Mode of Learning, Training Demand from Level of Employees, Major Cities, Demand for Open and Customized Learning, Different Learning Tools, Learning Modes, Demand from Small, Medium and Large organizations, and Demand from MNCs and Domestic Organizations.
- Market Share of Major Players in India Corporate Training Market.
- Business Model in India Corporate Training Market.
- SWOT Analysis of India Corporate Training Market.
- PORTER's Five Forces for India Corporate Training Market.
- Investment Model in India Corporate Training Market.
- Future Projections for India Corporate Training Market.
- Profiles of Leading and Emerging Players in India Corporate Training Market.
- Business Model in India Corporate Training Market.
- India Corporate Training Market Future Projections and Outlook.
- Analyst Recommendations.
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